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FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
On behalf  of  the Editorial Board, I would like to congratulate all the over 7000 members of  the Nigerian 
Institute of  Food Science and Technology for the great milestone that NIFOJ has attained by the successful 
publication of  this volume. Indeed, it is a privilege for me, personally, to be in the saddle at this time in the life 
of  the Journal. As we celebrate the anniversary of  the thirtieth year of  publication of  NIFOJ, we have invited 
a special reflection from one of  the journal’s most respected past Editors-in-Chief, Prof. Charles Aworh, who 
recently received the Fellowship Award of  the International Union of  Food Science and Technology at the 
Congress in Brazil, in this issue. Let me seize this opportunity to thank all past EiCs for their great sacrifices to 
keep the flag flying. Their names are listed in Aworh’s reflection. 
What started in 1983 on a rather cautious note has indeed become the pride of  the institute. From the editorial 
remarks in the maiden issue, there is no doubt that the mood and expectations of  members at inception were 
mixed. Hence the comments in NIFOJ Vol. 1 (1) 1983 introductory editorial, that ‘the publication of  a new 
Nigerian Journal has been considered by many to be of  doubtful merit judging by the fate of  similar well-
meaning journals which made their entry in the past with pomp and pageantry only to fade into oblivion soon 
afterwards… Neither the academics nor industries can perform satisfactorily enough to benefit the society 
without the other. Our food industries will, of  necessity, have to rely increasingly on the outcome of  research 
into local foods…’
As we reflect on the latter and whether the output of  our academic research has been able to significantly impact 
the local industry and whether the traditional communication gap has been bridged, we must conclude that we 
still have a long way to go. However, as we celebrate this anniversary edition, we can still stand proud that against 
all odds, we are leaving quite a worthy legacy to the next generation of  NIFSTERs.
So which way forward? In an environment where useful scientific investigations are still limited by the dearth of  
modern equipment, it is no longer acceptable that we should only continue to bemoan our challenges as scientists; 
rather, we are expected to be more creative and encourage more “impactful” research through collaborative and 
inter-institutional efforts; it is time to move away from the rehash of  the traditional “proximate” or other basic 
composition studies which have been well-beaten, to focus more on “adoptable” research for the benefit of  our 
industries and ultimately for our economic development. 
In addition, of  particular note is the unabated concern of  our editorial board members and reviewers on the 
need to improve the quality of  submitted manuscripts, in terms of  language, content and style, to reduce 
processing delays. This is the reason for our increasing emphasis on the Writing and Presentation Skills workshops 
which are now gradually running across the NIFST chapters. By this, our contributing authors should be able 
to improve their writing skills and attention to critical details, knowing that a good experimental design must be 
well presented to be meaningful. 
Of  course, the role of  the Tertiary Education Trust Fund in providing the much needed funding assistance 
to food research at this critical time will continue to be appreciated as we strive to take academic-industry 
interaction in the country to higher levels, so that new innovative research initiatives are encouraged which will 
bring us eventually into better global reckoning. I have no doubt that we can do it. So I welcome you all to this 
anniversary edition, Vol. 30 (1) 2012.
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